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Abstract— Postural stability is a requirement for autonomous
adaptive legged locomotion. Neurobiological research lead to the
idea that there are independent central systems for posture and
locomotion, which interact when required.

In this work we propose a posture control system focused
in the standing posture context. We integrate the proposed
posture system with a CPG design based on coupled nonlinear
oscillators.

The proposed system generates movements for posture cor-
rection which are modulated according to sensory information.
We integrate several different responses that individually con-
tribute to the posture equilibrium. This coordination, competi-
tion and redundancy among the responses is a key element for
adaptive, flexible and fault tolerant motor system.

The control system is validated through a few experiments,
where the robot is subjected to different posture situations
ranging from roll and pitch variations to loss of feet support.

I. INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this article takes part on a larger

project which aims to design a locomotion controller capable

of generating purposeful and robust locomotion in unknown,

rough terrain for a quadruped robot.

Postural stability is one important requirement if we want

to achieve autonomous adaptive locomotion on irregular

terrains. A robot should be able to maintain its orientation in

respect to gravity, keep its equilibrium and adapt the body

segments to the ongoing movement. In this work we start

by addressing postural control in quiet standing, considering

it a first step for the design of a postural controller for

locomotion.

Neurobiological research has brought interesting concepts

into the field of robotics, like the concept of Central Pattern

Generators (CPG) that are used in robot legged locomotion

[1]–[4].

Research has also shown that the postural system of

quadruped animals respond to perturbations in body orienta-

tion supervised through different sensory modalities and that

closely interact with the locomotor system, generating the

movements for postural corrections.

The motor responses of the limbs are coordinated resulting

in a final posture task, possibly from processed and integrated

characteristics of the body posture, like the Center of Mass,

body geometry or even orientation of the body [5], [6].

Recent studies also have shown from complex posture

tasks that the postural system is possibly composed of semi-

autonomous limb controllers that receive somatosensory in-

put and participate in the corrective movements of a limb [7],
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[8]. Also an interaction of limb controllers seems to exist to

accurately coordinate the efforts of the individual limbs. The

postural system seems to be divided in two feedback loops,

in spinal and supraspinal levels. The mechanisms residing

in the spinal cord are driven by limb mechanoreceptors

and contribute by generating corrective responses. These

may be activated and modulated by higher structures. The

mechanism involving supraspinal centers receives informa-

tion from the limbs, vestibular and visual information, out-

putting descending corrective commands. These supraspinal

commands along with spinal reflexes result in the overall

posture corrections.

In previous work we have proposed a locomotor system

based on a network of coordinated CPGs. Now we propose

a postural system that interacts with the locomotor system

and corrects the posture of a standing quadruped robot.

We hypothesize that the resulting limb corrective action

is the overall output of parallel responses related to sensory

information. Each response may be directly influenced by

sensory information or based on a processed regulated vari-

able (e.g. Center of Mass). This way we take advantage of the

two possibilities, complementing themselves. We therefore

make the assumption that the integration of the parallel

responses produce the final correct posture, and acts as the

integration of somatosensory signals.

Some of responses that compose a limb controller have

been designed based on existing reflexes observable in an-

imals (e.g. tilt compensation), and others in requirements

from a robotic point of view. Also, some responses are

coordinated among the four legs, allowing joined efforts

when corrective movements of full amplitude from one leg

are required.

We build on previous work based on coupled nonlinear

oscillators, used to generate basic rhythmic motor patterns

for locomotion [9]–[11]. Additionally, it assumes that com-

plex movement is generated from the combination of more

simple movement primitives, discrete and rhythmic, modeled

as dynamic systems. While standing the rhythmic movements

are turned off, and the proposed postural system specifies

discrete motions of hips and knees.

The dynamical systems approach has some advantages

when compared to other types of implementations such as

low computational cost, intrinsic stability allows for feed-

back integration because perturbations are quickly forgotten,

smooth trajectories modulated by simple parameters change

and smooth movement generation. This approach also allows

an easy sum of the proposed postural responses.

There are already a few works that apply CPGs and
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the ERS-7 AIBO model depicting the controlled
DOFs for the left side.

nonlinear dynamical systems to address locomotion and

postural control. Hiroshi Kimura and colleagues [3] generate

a dynamically stable gait on irregular terrains. They include

a vestibulospinal reflex and a tonic labyrinthine response to

adjust the pitch and rolling during locomotion.

Lewis [4] applies CPGs to generate the movement for the

hip and knees robot joints. Their goal is to equalize pressure

on the feet by making suitable shifts in trunk position and

trunk configuration, and therefore achieve postural control.

However, it is required a twist joint in the robot trunk to

apply the mechanism.

Ridderström and Ingvast [12] implemented a quadruped

robot postural control using force. Their goal is to follow

a desired posture in height and altitude. They achieve it

by distributing the applied force of the body on the legs,

through hybrid control which consists in controlling the

trunk’s horizontal position through the feet position and

controlling the vertical position using force. However, this

work does not apply CPGs to generate the robot’s movement

which is of major importance in our work.

Zhang and Zheng [13] present a control strategy biologi-

cally inspired that allows a quadruped robot to walk smoothly

up and down hill. It is a CPG based control that uses the pitch

angle of the trunk as feedback to adjust the body similarly to

the way that cats do. However, we are interested in exploiting

the integration of different sensory modalities, creating a

more robust respon8e in posture.

The proposed work strives only for standing posture

control as a precursor to locomotion integrated with posture

control. Our system is validated through a few experiments

in an AIBO ERS-7 robot. The robot is subjected to different

posture situations ranging from roll and pitch variations

to loss of feet support. The system reacts promptly and

smoothly in a way to recover postural control.

II. ROBOTIC SETUP

In this work we use an AIBO ERS-7 quadruped robot

manufactured by Sony to demonstrate the feasibility of the

proposed system. We control 12 of its degrees-of-freedom

(DOFs), three for each leg: hip-swing, hip-flap and knee

(fig. 1).

The AIBO has a 3-axis accelerometer built into its body. It

enable us to calculate the sagittal and lateral tilt of the robot

body. Each leg has a touch sensor in its foot, an encoder and

PWM motor information for each joint.

III. CPGS MODELING

In previous work on locomotion, a network of coordinated

Central Pattern Generators is responsible for generating the

basic locomotor motions (for further details see [9]). The

locomotion controller is composed by four coupled CPGs

(limb-CPGs), one for each leg. A limb-CPG is formed

by two unit-CPGs, controlling the hip-swing and hip-flap

joints. Knee joints are not CPG controlled, but moved to the

required joint angles depending on the current limb phase.

Unit-CPGs are modeled using a nonlinear oscillator, gen-

erating a periodic movement around time-varying offsets, by

the following equations:

ẋ = α(µ − r2)(x− y)−ωz, (1)

ż = α(µ − r2)z+ω(x− y), (2)

with r =

√

(x− y)2 + z2. Here µ controls the amplitude of

the oscillations, ω is the frequency and α controls the speed

of convergence to the limit cycle ( 1
2αµ ).

This supercritical Hopf oscillator contains a bifurcation

from a fixed point x = y, for µ < 0, to a structurally stable

harmonic limit cycle with radius
√

µ and offset x = y, for

µ > 0.

In order to uniquely address the standing postural problem,

we turn-off the rhythmic activity by setting µ < 0. Thus, the

generated solution of the unit-CPGs (x) follows the value y.

The proposed postural system outputs y for the three joints

of each leg, hip swing, hip flap and knee. In this fashion we

integrate both locomotor and postural systems.

IV. POSTURAL CONTROL

The postural control system generates movements for

posture correction. It enables integration of sensory feedback

such that movements are robustly generated and adapted to

the environment. Sensory information is noisy and changes

as a result of the generated robot movement. Therefore, this

controller is modeled by autonomous differential equations,

whose intrinsic properties provide for the required features.

We propose a postural control which depends on varied

sensory modalities through the integration of several re-

sponses, each based on its own sensory input. This inte-

gration of postural responses provides the system with some

aspects of coordination, competition and redundancy.

Each response individually contributes to the posture of the

robot with respect to its given sensory inputs. The different

responses are then integrated to produce the final corrective

motions.

We propose so far the postural corrective responses and

the respective sensory presented in table I.

These responses are set for each leg. Some work inde-

pendently, while others are coordinated among each other,

enabling the assistance when the corrective movements of

full amplitude are required for one limb.
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TABLE I

POSTURAL RESPONSES AND SENSORY INPUTS

Postural response Sensory input

Roll compensation Body roll angle

Pitch compensation Body pitch angle

Center of Mass adjustment Encoders and body angle

Load distribution Joints load

Touch control Foot touch

Leg disperser Leg encoders

Fig. 2. Robot’s pitch angle is adjusted by extending/flexing the front/rear
legs in coordination.

Responses are designed as differential equations, and their

integration is simply the sum of their dynamics.

˙yi,p = froll,i,p + fpitch,i,p + fCoM,i,p + fforce,i,p

+ ftouch,i,p + fdisperser,i,p + freset,i,p (3)

The solution of eq. 3 (yi,p) is the corrective movement for

joint p on leg i.

In order to prevent the system’s solution to evolve out of

allowable and desirable values, and at the same time limit

the range of action of each joint, we add two system limits

as repellers.

˙yi,p = . . .+ kjl(yi,p −Mi,p)e
(yi,p−Mi,p)

2

2σ2

+kjl(yi,p −Di,p)e
(yi,p−Di,p)

2

2σ2 , (4)

Adding eq. 4 to eq. 3 we limit the range of solutions to

be between Di,p and Mi,p. Parameters kjl define the strength,

and σ the width of the repellers.

A. Roll and pitch balance

The objective of these two responses is to adjust the body

inclination, opposing to changes in terrain slope, so that

the roll and pitch angles are reduced to a minimum. Slope

compensation is achieved through extension and flexion of

the legs, changing the legs height (fig. 2).

The following differential equation models the roll and

pitch responses, for the hip swings (s) and knees (k) of each

leg (p = s,k):

froll,i,p = kroll fi(φroll), fpitch,i,p = kpitch fi(φpitch), (5)

where φroll and φpitch are the actual roll and pitch angles.

fi(φ) is a linear function defining a death-zone, in order

to deal with sensor noise. fi(φ) also returns a positive or

negative value as required due to the robot’s joint configu-

ration. e.g. for φroll it returns a negative value for the left

legs and positive value for the right legs, for φpitch it returns

Fig. 3. The projection of the robot’s Center of Mass is shifted towards the
center of the support polygon, increasing the Wide Stability Margin.

the symmetric value for the fore legs and positive for the

hind legs. The static gains kroll and kpitch define the speed of

convergence to equilibrium.

1) Roll and pitch coordination: There are certain situa-

tions where corrective movements of full amplitude are not

sufficient to reduce the robot’s inclination. On this situations

the all legs’ roll and pitch responses should be coordinated,

in order to work together on these more difficult postural

tasks.

This coordination may also be thought for each leg as:

the other legs should be flexed, when flexing own leg is not

enough (same for extension). More precisely, the idea is to

adjust a leg if the other diagonal legs have a fi

(

φpitch

)

+
fi (φroll) 6= 0.

We add this coordination along with the roll and pitch

responses to the overall system, as so:

˙yi,p = . . .+ froll,i,p + fpitch,i,p + kC(
|φroll,l +φpitch,l |

2

+
|φroll, j +φpitch, j|

2
)e

−(φroll,i+φpitch,i)
2

0.01 , (6)

where kC is a static gain. l and j denote the diagonal legs.

B. Center of Mass compensation

The CoM compensation response is intended to position

the robot’s CoM over the center of the support polygon,

increasing the Wide Stability Margin of the actual robot

posture. By adjusting the hip swing (s) and hip flap (f) joints,

we shift the body, shifting the CoM over the support polygon

(fig. 3).

The shifting movements are generated as follows:

fCoM,i,s = kCoM,s(CoMx − xcenter), (7)

fCoM,i,f = kCoM,f(CoMy − ycenter), (8)

where CoMx and CoMy denote the Center of Mass projection

position in the x and y axis, respectively, and xcenter and ycenter

are the position of the support polygon’s center. kCoM,s and

kCoM,f are the static gains for the hip swing and hip flaps

compensation movements.

C. Load distribution

This response distributes the weight of the body equally

over the four legs. We estimate load information from joints
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by reading the PWM values and then we calculate a simple

average F .

Legs which are above this load average are being pushed

forward then the others. Force control is applied to hip swing

(s) and knees (k) joints as follows:

fforce,i,p = kforce(Fi −F), (9)

where kforce is a static gain, Fi is the actual value read on

the PWMs for leg i and F is the average force over the four

legs.

D. Touch control

When the robot’s feet lose ground contact, the robot loses

support on that point. This response monitors the touch

sensors in the foot and when it detects the lose of support,

it searches for ground by extending the leg. Leg height is

controlled by adjusting the hip swing and knee joints.

The response is formulated as:

ftouch,i,p = kt(1−Ti)yi, (10)

where kt is a static gain, Ti is the foot i touch sensor: 0 means

that the foot is lifted and a 1 means that it has ground contact.

1) Touch coordination: Sometimes the ground is too far

and a fully stretched leg is still not able of regaining support.

We therefore propose a method for coordinating the touch

control response, enabling the other legs to lower at the same

time that the lifted leg extends.

We add the coordination to the touch response:

ftouch,i,p = . . .+ kC,touch,i[(1−Tj)+ (1−Tk)+ (1−Tl)], (11)

where Tj, Tk, Tl are the foot sensors from all the other legs.

Similarly, kC,touch,i is a static gain that controls the speed of

convergence.

E. Leg disperser

We have verified that in certain conditions the fore and

hind knees would get very close or even collide, which

caused a few stability problems since it made the robot

become unbalanced and even provoked falls sometimes. In

order to avoid this undesired situation we designed a leg

disperser which avoids the knees from touching.

This leg disperser is activated once the distance between

the knees reaches a minimum undesired value. This contri-

bution controls the hip swings and is given as follows:

fdisperser,i,p = kdisperser(1−
1

1+ e−k(di−dmin)
), (12)

where kdisperser is a static gain, di is the actual distance

between knees and dmin is the minimum value allowed for

the distance between knees.

F. Posture reset

After a certain number of corrective movements the robot

may lose its own initial posture. To force the quadruped to

return to its initial position we implemented a weak attractor.

The idea is to be weak enough so it does not disturb the other

responses, but if allowed, it will slowly and surely return to

the initial posture.

Fig. 4. Platform used to perform the various and different experiments. This
platform is composed by four independent platforms, where it is possible
to raise or drop each of them.

The response is given by:

freset,i,s = kr(yi,s − IPi,s), (13)

freset,i,f = kr(yi,f − IPi,f), (14)

freset,i,k = kr(yi,k − IPi,k), (15)

where kr is the static gain and has a very low value. IPi,s,

IPi,f and IPi,k are initial positions for hip swing (s), hip flap

(f) and knee (k) joints.

V. RESULTS

In this section we describe experiments done on an AIBO

robot. The robot stands over four independent platforms

(fig. 4) which when operated together can mimic a stand-

alone moveable plane, subjecting the robot to change in

inclination, or can mimic the lose of foothold.

A. Sagittal and lateral inclination

This experiment is intended to verify the robot’s behav-

ior when sagittal and lateral inclination are applied. It is

expected that the robot suppresses any inclination to values

near zero. It is also expected that the CoM position converges

to the center of the support polygon.

The four platforms start moving at t = 8 s, performing an

inclination −5◦ in the pitch plane (lowering the fore part of

the body) and −3◦ on the roll angle relatively to the ground

(lowering the left side), during 20 s. At t = 29 s the platform

started to return to its initial position (0◦) taking 20 s.

From t = 8 s to t = 28 s the robot tries to oppose to the

platform inclination (fig. 5), stretching the fore and left legs

and folding the hind right leg doing a forward left move. It

succeeds on suppressing it to values |φ | < 1◦ for the pitch

and roll.

At t = 28 s the platform changed its movement, but despite

the change the robot continued suppressing the platform

inclination, slowly folding the stretched legs and stretching

the folded one, resulting in an opposite movement. At the

end of the platform movement, at t = 48 s, the roll and pitch

angles of the robot are near 0◦.

Based on these results it is possible to say that the

inclination goals were attained.

On fig. 5 is possible to see that at the beginning of the

experiment the robot does not have its CoM centered on
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Fig. 6. The top plot shows the response of the different responses. Where
the dotted line is the CoM response, the solid line is the roll and pitch
response, the dash dotted line represents the leg repeller, the dashed line is
the joint limits control and the leg coordination is represented by the light
blue dashed line. The bottom plot shows the sum of all responses.

the support polygon. The first few seconds are used for the

robot to position itself correctly. At t = 8 s the platform

starts its movement and throughout the experiment, the CoM

position stays very close to the center of the support polygon.

The CoM response (fig. 6) normally opposes to the roll and

pitch control, not letting it to do exaggerating moves in either

direction. This competition resulted in a good performance

since it was able to suppress the terrain inclination and center

the robot’s weight on the support polygon.

Fig. 6 shows each response for the fore left hip swing.

Note that the roll and pitch balance response (blue solid line)

is the dominant one, and the joint limiter and leg coordination

were not activated since both are used at more demanding

situations.

B. Touch and coordination

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the

implemented touch coordination. We dropped one of the four

boxes, forcing the foot to loose ground contact. Once ground

contact is lost, the robot should stretch that leg in order to

regain it. At the same time, the other legs help out lowering
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Fig. 7. Left Fore (LF), Right Hind (RH), Right Fore (RF) and Left Hind
(LH) leg’s touch. Filled area means that the respective foot is on the ground,
otherwise is lifted.
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Fig. 8. Top: Desired (solid line) and real (dashed line) trajectories for
Fore Left Swing, desired (dash dot line) and real (dotted line) trajectories
for the Fore Right Swing. Bottom: Desired (solid line) and real (dashed
line) trajectories for Fore Left Knee, desired (dash dot line) and real (dotted
line) trajectories for the Fore Right Knee.

the body to solve the problem as quickly as possible.

At approximately 6 s it was lowered the box beneath the

right fore leg (fig. 7). On fig. 8 it is observable that to

compensate the missing box the right fore leg was stretched

as expected, since the swing and knee values of this leg (dash

dotted red line and dotted light blue line) are decreasing. In

the same scale but in opposite direction was the fore left

swing lowering the body of the robot to help the fore right

leg. This lack of touch was soon eliminated showing a good

coordination between the legs.

Note that despite the noisy sensorial information, the

resultant trajectories are smooth. Further, the joints are able

to follow the planned trajectories as expected.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article it was presented a controller for correcting

standing posture. Online trajectory modulation is achieved

through the inclusion of feedback loops through a set of

integrated responses, adjusting the dynamics of trajectory

generation. The proposed responses are included in the

dynamical system equations and generate the required joint

trajectories that enable a coordinated and smooth movement

towards the equilibrium.

This controller was applied in a quadruped robots sub-

jected to different kind of experiments, envisioned to demon-

strate the feasibility and adequacy of the proposed system. It

also showed to be efficient according to the attained results.
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Future work includes the integration of this approach

with locomotion, activation and modulation of the responses

according to behavioral and sensory contexts. Another aspect

that can be explored is the automatic learning of the response

gains.
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